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Indian monsoon varies in its nature over the geographical regions. Predicting the rainfall not just at
the national level, but at the regional level is an important task. In this article, we used a deep neural
network, namely, the stacked autoencoder to automatically identify climatic factors that are capable
of predicting the rainfall over the homogeneous regions of India. An ensemble regression tree model
is used for monsoon prediction using the identified climatic predictors. The proposed model provides
forecast of the monsoon at a long lead time which supports the government to implement appropriate
policies for the economic growth of the country. The monsoon of the central, north-east, north-west, and
south-peninsular India regions are predicted with errors of 4.1%, 5.1%, 5.5%, and 6.4%, respectively.
The identified predictors show high skill in predicting the regional monsoon having high variability. The
proposed model is observed to be competitive with the state-of-the-art prediction models.

Keywords. Feature learning; stacked autoencoder; monsoon predictor; ensemble of regression trees;
regional Indian summer monsoon.

1. Introduction

India being an agricultural country, the monsoon
governs the pulse of life for its mankind along with
the flora-fauna existing in the subcontinent. It has
a large impact on agriculture, fresh-water renewal,
the generation of hydro-electricity and altogether
in the economy of the country. Understanding and
predicting the monsoon and its variability are chal-
lenging. Variation of monsoon is significant over the
spatial scale.

The Indian summer monsoon (ISM) prevail-
ing between June and September contributes for
more than 70% of Indian annual rainfall and thus,

important for the gross agricultural production of
the country. However, monsoon variation over dif-
ferent regions of the subcontinent is not uniform.
Thus, it is significant to understand, analyze, and
forecast the spatial variability of the Indian mon-
soon. Forecasting the regional variation of monsoon
at an appropriate lead month will be beneficial
for planning proper agricultural policies. India
Meteorological Department (IMD) has segregated
the Indian subcontinent into four different regions,
namely, central, north-east, north-west and south-
peninsular India (www.imdpune.gov.in) (regions
are shown in figure 1).
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Figure 1. Four homogeneous regions of India as defined by India Meteorological Department.

The inter-annual variability at regional scales
is higher compared to the national rainfall, and
thus, it is more challenging to predict. Nair et al.
(2013) have focused on regional scale Indian mon-
soon prediction along with the aggregate monsoon
prediction using supervised principal component
regression on the outcomes of the general circula-
tion models. Regional prediction of the Indian sub-
continent has also been attempted with the appli-
cation of canonical correlation analysis (Sinha et al.
2013). Recently, Indian Institute of Tropical Mete-
orology, Pune has performed the aggregate Indian
monsoon prediction along with the prediction of its
regional sub-divisions using shared nearest neigh-
bour clustering approach (Kakade and Kulkarni
2016). Their method has engrossed the non-linear
connections between seasonal monsoon and clus-
ter parameters along with the linear relations, and
has provided promising prediction accuracies. All
the four regions of India (as defined by IMD) could
have different rainfall distributions as well as dif-
ferent influencing factors to a certain extent. The
south-peninsular region receives rainfall during the

onset of monsoon and a huge amount of orographic
rainfall occurs due to the presence of Western
Ghats. The north-east region being at the foothills
of the Great Himalayan Ranges receives high rain-
fall. The north-west India usually receives less
rainfall. Thus, owing to variations in monsoon pat-
terns, it is highly necessary to predict the monsoon
for different homogeneous regions separately for
better framing of policies and improving the gross
productivity of the country.

The inter-annual variability of the Indian
summer monsoon is associated with the varia-
tion of different variables like sea level pressure,
sea surface temperature, wind velocity, etc., over
various geographical regions of the globe. They
can be a good indicator of intensity of the mon-
soon. In addition, it is observed that the set
of climatic predictors influencing the monsoon
also evolve over time. IMD continually reassesses
different climatic parameters and update the fore-
cast model for delivering superior forecast
(Gowariker et al. 1991; Rajeevan et al. 2004, 2007).
A number of studies are performed for predicting
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all-India summer monsoon, which include use of
different artificial neural networks to forecast the
monsoon with better accuracy (Saha and Mitra
2016). In comparison to the study of all-India mon-
soon, the exploration of regional India monsoon is
limited in literature. We focus on identifying dif-
ferent set of predictors for the regional rainfalls of
India for a better framing of their characteristics
and finally, predicting the regional monsoon with
good accuracy.

Conventionally, the selection of predictors of the
monsoon are completely dependent on the study
of global physical processes and prior meteorolog-
ical knowledge (Delsole and Shukla 2012; Wang
et al. 2015). However, we propose an unsupervised
automated identification of predictors using deep
learning methods. Stacked autoencoder (a deep
neural network) is used for unsupervised feature
learning, which helps in achieving the non-linear
composition of climatic variables to identify the
novel monsoon predictors. It considers the climatic
variables all over the globe without any expert’s
supervision and propose the new predictors which
are the combination of variables from different
regions located at geographical distant locations.
The single-layer autoencoder has proved its effi-
ciency in predicting all-India summer monsoon
with the newly discovered predictors by itera-
tive training of architecture (Saha et al. 2016a).
Stacked autoencoders are utilized for the predic-
tion of all-India summer monsoon rainfall and the
deep network shows its superiority over shallow
single-layer autoencoder in forecasting the mon-
soon (Saha et al. 2016b). The prediction of early
and late phases of Indian summer monsoon are
also attempted using deep architecture of stacked
autoencoder and the forecasts provided by the deep
structure are comparable (Saha et al. 2016c).

We propose the use of stacked autoencoder for
identification of predictors for regional monsoon
and subsequently, predict the regional monsoon
utilizing the identified predictors. The proposed
approach differs from past methods using stacked
autoencoder (Saha et al. 2016b, c) in the follow-
ing ways: (i) present study is focussed on regional
Indian summer monsoon, which have high variabil-
ity and thus, more challenging to predict compared
to all-India or early and late phases of monsoon,
(ii) input climatic variables are different, it is
observed that different predictor variables are sig-
nificant for different categories of monsoon, (iii)
an exclusive set of predictors are identified for

each category of monsoon and subsequently, we
have developed the prediction models individu-
ally for all four regions of the Indian monsoon,
these models are different compared to the mod-
els developed for all-India monsoon (as an anal-
ogy, it can be said that regression models are
used for different empirical problems, but separate
models need to be developed for each problem.
Similarly, in this case, the stacked autoencoder
may be the backbone of our approaches for all-
India (Saha et al. 2016b) and regional monsoon
prediction, but the models developed are unique
and different for each category of monsoon), (iv)
prediction model developed for the regional India
summer monsoon is the ensemble of regression
trees with the bagging approach; the number of
trees in the ensemble, the number of iterations, and
other tunable parameters are set individually for
each model developed for four regions. In conclu-
sion, it can be said that though the technique would
have been similar, development of model for each
region are independent and they are built individ-
ually for all homogeneous regions of India.

We follow a two-step approach for the improve-
ment of prediction of the regional monsoons. First
we focus on the identification of new monsoon pre-
dictors by automated feature learning using the
stacked autoencoder from climatic variables for
the regional monsoon, and secondly, we used the
ensemble of regression trees as the prediction model
with identified new monsoon predictors to predict
different regions of the monsoon (figure 2).

The proposed unsupervised learning of the pre-
dictors from input variables utilizing the stacked
autoencoder assists in deriving new features. These
features are selected based on their correlation with
the regional monsoon, to model all the categories
of monsoon distinctly. These are presented as the
respective monsoon predictors. The monsoon pre-
dictors are an amalgamation of climatic variables
from different locations of the world. The predic-
tion model with the climatic predictors are utilized
to forecast the seasonal monsoon over the Indian
regions. This paper aims to highlight on how accu-
rately the homogeneous sub-divisions of India are
predicted or which sub-division has better skill in
prediction with the newly identified predictors.

This paper is presented in the following
manner. An overview of the climatic variables that
are explored for the identification of new monsoon
predictors is provided in section 2. The section also
describes different regional monsoon categories to
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Figure 2. Identification of regional monsoon predictors
using stacked autoencoder and the forecast of seasonal scale
rainfall for the homogeneous regions of India.

be forecasted. Section 3 describes the basic archi-
tecture of stacked autoencoder and its working
principle. Section 4 explains broadly the proposed
automated feature learning for the identification
of potential monsoon predictors. The prediction
model for forecasting the monsoon is described in
section 5. Section 6 focusses on the experimen-
tal results, which show the skills of the identified
monsoon predictors in forecasting the regional rain-
fall of the country. Finally, the paper is concluded
in section 8 with future scope of the proposed
method.

2. Climatic variables considered

Climatic variables explored for feature learning,
and thereby, identification of the potential mon-
soon predictors are described as follows.

• Sea level pressure (SLP) is a significant factor,
whose spatial and temporal fluctuations over
various regions of the world affects the monsoon
circulation and rainfall (Rajeevan et al. 2007).

• India has the Great Himalayas and the huge
Tibetan plateau as its prime boundaries. The

winds blowing in the lower atmosphere are inca-
pable of entering the region because of the high
boundaries surrounding the Indian landmass.
Thus, zonal-wind at the pressure level of 200
hecPascal (UWND) is taken into account. These
winds can connect the Indian region to mid-
latitudes and thus, influence the monsoon of the
subcontinent.

• Last climatic input is the geo-potential height
at 200 hecPascal pressure level (HGT). Gra-
dients of 200 hecPascal of geo-potential height
have an impact on the large scale circulation and
thus affect the monsoon circulation and rainfall.
All the above mentioned climatic variables are
acquired from the NCEP reanalysis derived data,
which are present at 2.5◦×2.5◦ spatial resolution
(Kalnay et al. 1996).

All data are considered for the period 1948–2015 on
a monthly scale. The period between 1948 and 2000
is considered for feature learning, followed with
identifying the monsoon predictors and training
the prediction model designed using the potential
monsoon predictors. A test-period of 2001–2014 is
considered for judging the prediction skills of the
identified predictors of the monsoon.

The analysis and prediction of the monsoon is
considered for the one prevailing during June–
September are described as following (www.imdpun
e.gov.in).

• The central India monsoon having the LPA of
976.4 mm with std of 14%.

• The north-east India monsoon having the LPA
of 1324.6 mm with std of 11%.

• The north-west India monsoon having the LPA
of 618.7 mm with std of 19%.

• The south-peninsular India monsoon having the
LPA of 730.5 mm with std of 15%.

The regional monsoon is collected from India
Meteorological Department situated at Pune (www.
imdpune.gov.in) for 1948–2014. It is noticed that
the variation in rainfall in the regional parts are
higher than that of the aggregate Indian sum-
mer monsoon (variation of 10%), which adds more
challenge and necessity in regional predictions as
compared to the national prediction.

As a preprocessing step, anomaly data (denoted
as anomalyDatayrmon for month mon of yrth year)
is derived from all the input variables by removing
the monthly mean, as shown in equation (1).

anomalyDatayrmon = Varyrmon − mean(Varmon),
(1)

www.imdpune.gov.in
www.imdpune.gov.in
www.imdpune.gov.in
www.imdpune.gov.in
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where Varyrmon is the value of climatic variable
in the month month of the yrth year, and mean
(Varmon) denotes the mean of the month month of
the climatic variable.

The anomaly of climatic variables are further
processed in the following manner. Spatial rect-
angular regions of 20◦ longitude × 10◦ latitude is
considered all over the world, which condenses to
324 rectangular regions ((360/20) longitudinal ×
(180/10) latitudinal).

A single time series is obtained by averaging all
the series of a specific climatic variable within the
cover of the rectangular region. The input features
to the first layer of the stacked autoencoder are
such averaged time-series of the selected regions.
The number of input features (corresponding to
inputs of the stacked autoencoder) for the climatic
variable sea level pressure (SA SLP), geo-potential
height (SA HGT) and u-wind (SA UWND) are
324, each.

3. Overview of the deep stacked
autoencoder network

Some discussions of the use of stacked autoen-
coder to climate studies are provided by Saha et al.
(2016b, c). However, a brief overview of the model
and its working is presented here. An autoencoder
belongs to the category of artificial neural net-
work. The architecture has the ability to learn the
properties of input data space, and it is utilized
for feature learning (Hinton and Salakhutdinov
2006; Baldi 2012). The simplest form of autoen-
coder, namely, the single-layer autoencoder has
one hidden (or internal) layer in addition to an
input and an output layer. Each layer consists of
multiple nodes or neurons. The model fixes the
targets (or output values) same as inputs. The
architecture comprises of two parts: (i) the encoder
(which operates between the input and internal
layer), (ii) the decoder (which operates between
the internal and output layers). This deep-learning
based architecture provides a non-linear function-
ality by repeated training of both the parts (the
encoder and decoder). The non-linear functionality
is endorsed by the encoder, whereas the decoder
is specialized in the reconstruction of input from
the data form generated by the encoder. A single
layer autoencoder based deep learning technique
has been successfully used for the aggregate mon-
soon prediction of Indian subcontinent (Saha et al.
2016a).

Multiple single-layer autoencoders are combined
to generate multi-layered architectures by using
the output of autoencoder architecture from the
antecedent layer as the input to the succeeding
layer. The architecture of the stacked autoencoder
is shown in figure 3. The stacked autoencoder
assists in identifying new features at different lev-
els of complexity. The deeper the layers in stacked
autoencoder, more complicated are the discov-
ered features. Thus, the features obtained from
stacked autoencoders are more information-rich
than that obtained from the single layer autoen-
coder and they can be more superior predictors of
the monsoon.

Unsupervised pre-training is carried out
considering a single layer at an instant, where all
the layers are trained for minimizing the recon-
struction errors for their input (shown in the left
portion of figure 3). After all the layers are pre-
trained, the deep architecture network is further
tuned utilizing the gradient descent method. The
method fixes the weights of all the layers in the
deep network (shown in the right portion of fig-
ure 3). New features are evaluated from the hidden
layers of deep learning-based stacked autoencoder
architecture.

Formally, say var ∈ Rm denotes input, the acti-
vation of neuron in all the internal layers is
represented as hidri , where i varies as i = 1, . . . , t,
where t is the count of neurons in the rth inter-
nal layer, the activation of the internal neurons are
shown in equation (2).

hidr(var) = fn (Wtr · var + bsr) , (2)

where fn (y) = (e2y −1)/(e2y +1) is the hyperbolic
tangent activation function, hidr (var) ∈ Rt is the
vector for the rth internal layer, and the weight
matrix Wtr has dimension as (t×m) from previous
(r−1)th to the present rth internal layer, bsr ∈ Rt

is the bias of present layer, the count of neurons
in the antecedent and present internal layers are t
and m, respectively.

For each layer and its succeeding layer
(excluding the terminating internal layer and the
output layer), the hyperbolic tangent function is
used for activation of the neurons. The activation
function for the last internal to the output layers
is described by equation (3).

v̂ar = gn (Wtshids (var) + bss) , (3)
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Figure 3. Architecture of the stacked autoencoder showing the pre-training and fine-tuning methods.

where gn (y) = ((c ∗ y) + d) denotes the linear acti-
vation function, c and d are the constants, v̂ar ∈
Rm is the vector of neurons in the output layer,
Wts is the matrix containing the weights corre-
sponding to the neurons of the last internal to the
output layer, and bss ∈ Rm is the bias of the output
layer.

For our problem, input features comprise of
variables, namely, SST, UWND or HGT or com-
bination of these variables (mentioned in sec-
tion 4.1) and the potential monsoon predictors
are obtained from the internal layers of the deep
network.

4. Automated feature learning and the
identification of predictors of the
monsoon using stacked autoencoder

The proposed approach to automated feature
learning using the stacked autoencoder for the
identification of potential monsoon predictors and
thereby the prediction of the monsoon in spa-
tial domain (Indian regional monsoon) is shown in
figure 2.

In this section, we will discuss the approach for
the identification of monsoon predictors for the
regional rainfall. The four homogeneous regions as
partitioned by India Meteorological Department is
shown in figure 1. The potential predictors for the
different categories of monsoons are derived using
a two-step approach.

The initial step is unsupervised without any
information about the monsoon. This step involves
the design of stacked autoencoder for climatic vari-
ables, followed by pre-training and optimizing the
autoencoder, and finally, the threshold of weights

to obtain potential predictors of the monsoon as
a combination of climatic variables from different
regions.

The second step is supervised with guidance
of the monsoon distributions of all the regions.
This step is distinct to the monsoon of all homo-
geneous regions. We will use the term categories
or regions interchangeably in the rest of the
article to denote central, north-east, north-west,
and south-peninsular monsoons. For all the four
monsoon regions (central, north-east, north-west,
south-peninsular), a correlation between the poten-
tial predictors and distinct monsoon regions is
studied considering different leads of the month. A
ranked list of the monsoon predictors are selected
and presented for all the four categories of mon-
soon in descending order of their correlation with
the corresponding monsoon regions. These predic-
tors are further utilized for the prediction of the
regional monsoons.

4.1 Architecture of the stacked autoencoder used
for the identification of the monsoon predictor

The stacked autoencoders are designed for deriving
the potential monsoon predictors. The proposed
approach starts with unsupervised learning (with-
out any knowledge of the regional rainfall), so the
architecture of autoencoder is same for all the cat-
egories of rainfall. Different stacked autoencoders
are built considering different input climatic vari-
ables or their combinations.

The stacked autoencoder is created with a deep-
ness of three layers. The first autoencoder of
the deep network is fed with the features sim-
ilar to climatic variables of the selected rect-
angular regions as mentioned in section 2. The
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count of climatic features in the input (correspond-
ing to the input neurons of the autoencoder in
figure 3) to the number of features in internal
layers (corresponding to the neurons of the inter-
nal layer of the autoencoder in figure 3) is taken
as 15:1 for all the levels of the stacked autoen-
coder.

The features derived from the neurons in the
internal layer denote complex features. These com-
posite features can be the prototype for potential
monsoon predictors. The internal (hidden) layer
of the primary autoencoder is fed to the sec-
ond architecture as input and the same pattern is
ascertained for the third autoencoder of the deep
structure.

The stacked autoencoders, namely, SA SLP,
SA HGT and SA UWND have architecture with
their layers having number of neurons as [324 97
29 9 29 97 324]. The number of input features is
324, the internal layer of the primary autoencoder
has 97 neurons, the second autoencoder has 29 neu-
rons and finally, the third has 9 neurons. The rest
architecture denotes the decoder component of the
deep stacked autoencoder.

Besides these three architectures with
individual climatic variable, there are two more
stacked autoencoders, which are designed with the
input as the combined features of SLP and HGT
(SA SLP HGT); and combined features of SLP and
UWND (SA SLP UWND). The stacked autoen-
coders SA SLP HGT and SA SLP UWND have
their structures as [648 194 58 17 58 194 648], where
each of climatic variables, namely, SLP, HGT and
UWND have 324 input features.

4.2 Identification of the monsoon predictors

The identification of potential predictors for the
regional Indian summer monsoon are performed by
the initial unsupervised learning followed by super-
vised improvisation. The task is performed in the
following steps, as shown in figure 4 are:

• Unsupervised feature learning by the stacked
autoencoder;

• Thresholding for the feature extraction from the
internal layers of the autoencoder;

• Supervised ranking of the predictors based on
their correlation with the regional monsoon.

The first two steps are independent of any cat-
egories of rainfall, so they are same for all the
regional monsoons. The final step is supervised and

Figure 4. Identification of monsoon predictors for the
regional monsoons.

the derived predictors from the stacked autoen-
coder are ranked distinctly for each of the four
categories of rainfall, viz, central, north-east, north-
west, and south-peninsular studying the correla-
tion between the predictors and the respective
monsoon categories.

4.2.1 Unsupervised feature learning from
the stacked autoencoder

The unsupervised training of the stacked
autoencoder results in the learning of new features
in the deep hidden internal layers of architec-
ture. Each autoencoder is pre-trained with the
motivation of minimizing the reconstruction error
of the input (the prime working principle of the
autoencoder), followed by the final tuning of com-
plete deep architecture, as described in section 3.
The derived features from the internal layers
denote the complex learned features, which corre-
spond to the new monsoon predictors. The step
is completely unsupervised without any considera-
tion of monsoon values.

4.2.2 Thresholding of the weights for feature
extraction

The stacked autoencoder is built to a deepness
of three, which leads to learning of the property-
endorsed features from the three hidden layers of
network. Thresholding is performed over the weight
matrix of all the hidden layers for acquiring the
potential monsoon predictors from the complex
learned features. The threshold is ascertained to
engross all the input neurons that are influencial
to the neuron in the internal layer and discard the
effect of the remaining neurons.

The threshold is put by taking into
consideration the weights which are larger than
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two times of the standard deviation over the mean
value of the weights. The threshold confirms the
participation of not less than 15% of the input
features in the building of new potential pre-
dictor. The weighted sum of the features being
chosen after the thresholding denotes the potential
climatic predictor.

Formally, if vari denotes the input feature, i =
1, . . . ,m, and hidj denotes the derived feature at
internal layer, j = 1, . . . , h, and the variable Wtij
denotes the weight of input feature vari for the
derived feature hidj . The potential monsoon pre-
dictor aligned with the derived feature hidj is
calculated using equation (4).

hidj =
m

∑

i=1

Wtijvari, ∀i, | Wtij > thresholdj ,

(4)

where thresholdj denotes the chosen threshold
value corresponding to the derived feature hidj of
a specified hidden layer.

4.2.3 A supervised ranking of the monsoon
predictors

The predictors obtained from the learned fea-
tures are ordered by consideration of their cor-
relation with different regions of the monsoon,
distinctly. The potential predictors are sorted in
accordance with the magnitude of their correlation
with the summer monsoon over the homogeneous
regions.

The correlation with different categories of the
monsoon are analyzed considering 1–12 months
leads to find the best month with the highest corre-
lation for potential predictor utilizing Pearson cor-
relation (µ), as shown in equation (5). A lead of one
month signifies the study of the correlation between
the predictor in May and the regional monsoon
(which initiates in June having total rainfall as an
aggregate of June–September monsoon). In a sim-
ilar way, three months lead signifies the predictor
in March and 12 months lead means the predic-
tor corresponding to June month of the preceding
year correlating to the monsoon of the present year.
The best lead month (one having highest µ value)
of the identified monsoon predictors are consid-
ered for further evaluation. Thus, we obtain four
ranked lists of the predictors for the four categories
of monsoon (central, north-east, north-west, south-
peninsular). These identified predictors are further

used for the forecast of rainfall over the regions of
India.

µ =
∑n

i=1

(

ui
mon − umon

) (

vimon − vmon

)

√

∑n
i=1(ui

mon− umon)2
√

∑n
i=1(vimon− vmon)2

,

(5)
where ui

mon and vimon denote the regional India
summer monsoon and climatic variables of
the month month at ith year, umon and vmon

are the corresponding mean for the month month
of the study period, and finally, the total count of
years of study is denoted by n.

5. Ensemble of regression trees prediction
model

The model used for forecasting the regional
monsoon of India using the identified potential
climatic predictors is the ensemble of regression
trees (MATLAB 2012). The principle functioning
involves melding of the outcomes of numerous weak
learners into a single superior ensemble output. It
assembles a number of trained models based on the
regression tree and the input on which these mod-
els are learned (Loh 2008). The model forecasts the
ensemble outcome by aggregating forecasts from
the weak learner models.

The regression tree learners are trained
utilizing the bagging algorithm. The ensemble size
is selected empirically in a manner for keeping a
balance between the accuracy and speed of the
method. The ensemble size is ascertained as five
for our case. A weighted average of forecasts from
individual regression tree models are performed to
provide the final output response from the ensem-
ble model (equation 6).

ŷbag =
1

∑S
s=1 dsP (s ∈ R)

S
∑

s=1

dsŷsI(s ∈ R), (6)

ŷs is the forecast by the tree s in the ensemble
model, R denotes the collection of predictors of
chosen trees that provide the forecast, P (s ∈ R)
is 1 when s is a member of the set R, or 0
in other case, ds denotes the assigned weight of
the sth tree, the weight of the tree is assigned
according to the performance of the particular tree
in the prediction over the validation set after train-
ing the model and S denotes the total count of trees
in the ensemble.
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6. Results and discussions

The prediction of rainfall in the regions of India
during the south-west (SW) monsoon season is
discussed. The proposed approach identifies the
monsoon predictors for different regions of India
for the summer monsoon period of the country.
The acquired predictors are judged in terms of their
efficiency in forecasting the different categories of
monsoon.

The identified potential predictors are selected
and ranked by a correlation study with the mon-
soon (described in section 4.2.3). For the prediction
of the regional monsoon, four different ranked list
of predictors are sorted in decreasing order of the
correlation of potential predictors with each of the
four categories of regional rainfalls. These ranked
lists of monsoon predictors are made for all the
monsoon categories distinctly for the individual
features (SLP, UWND, and HGT) and for the com-
bined features (SLP+UWND and SLP+HGT). For
all the categories of monsoons (regional) and all the
ranked list of predictors, the predictor sets are con-
structed considering the top correlated monsoon
predictors of each climatic variable for predicting
the seasonal rainfall on the regional scale (termed
as regional monsoon).

The four regions of India – central, north-east,
north-west and south-peninsular are analyzed in
this section. The monsoon predictors obtained for

regional rainfalls and their efficiency in the pre-
diction of all four regions of India are explored in
subsequent discussions.

6.1 Geographical locations of the predictors of
regional monsoon of India

The spatial expansion of the identified monsoon
predictors using sea level pressure for the cen-
tral India regional rainfall is shown in figure 5.
The evaluated monsoon predictors based on the
geo-potential height for south-peninsular India are
shown in figure 6, and for the north-west Indian
monsoon, the predictors of u-wind are shown in
figure 7. The new monsoon predictors are an
amalgamation of climatic input variables from the
spatial coverages at distant. Each single colour
in the figure represents locations of climatic vari-
able that are amalgamated to create a climatic
predictor. Various colours in an area denote the
indulgence of that area in formation of all those
monsoon predictors, which are represented with
different colours of the area. The location of
the top five correlated predictors highlighted in
the figure and they are presented in decreasing
order of their correlation with regional monsoon
category.

Different regions are combined with their
corresponding contributing score weights to form
the new potential monsoon predictor. These

Figure 5. Spatial regions of the potential monsoon predictors of sea level pressure (S1–S5) for the central India summer
monsoon.
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Figure 6. Spatial regions of the potential monsoon predictors of geo-potential height (H1–H5) for the south-peninsular
Indian summer monsoon.

Figure 7. Spatial regions of the potential monsoon predictors of u-wind (U1–U5) for the north-west India summer
monsoon.

weights are obtained from the stacked autoencoder,
which combines the regions non-linearly using
the tan-hyperbolic function and then the highly
participating regions are selected following the
thresholding method. Participation scores of the
different regions in building up the new predictor of
climatic variable sea level pressure for the central
India region are shown in table 1.

Each score corresponding to the rectangular
region of 20◦ longitude × 10◦ latitude as shown
in figure 5 (e.g., there are eight such regions par-
ticipating to form the first predictor pred1, shown
by the brown colour in figure 5). The table also
shows the correlation of the identified predictors
with central India region monsoon and the corre-
sponding correlated months. We notice that some
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Table 1. Identified potential monsoon predictors from SLP for the central India
summer monsoon (−1 specifies predictors corresponding to the respective month
of the previous year predicting the monsoon of the current year).

Monsoon Weights of Correlation Correlated

predictors participating regions values months

Pred1 −0.19, −0.26,−0.31, −0.22,

−0.24, −0.19, +0.20, −0.20

−0.37 August (−1)

Pred2 −0.28, −0.33, +0.26,−0.29,

−0.29, −0.35, +0.27, +0.34,

+0.32, +0.30, +0.36

−0.35 November (−1)

Pred3 +0.31,−0.25, −0.25, −0.23,

−0.20, +0.20, −0.24, −0.30,

+0.20, +0.38

−0.35 August (−1)

Pred4 −0.24, −0.20, −0.19,+0.19,

−0.28, +0.26, +0.36, −0.26,

−0.24, +0.27

−0.34 October (−1)

Pred5 −0.28, −0.27, −0.29, −0.22,

−0.24, −0.25, −0.21, +0.23

−0.33 November (−1)

Table 2. Mean absolute errors (%) for the forecast of the regional Indian summer
monsoon with the identified predictors during the test period 2001–2014.

Monsoon

predictor variable Central North-east North-west South-peninsular

SLP 5.2 6.5 8.9 6.4

HGT 5.5 6.8 6.2 7.6

UWND 4.1 5.4 7.3 6.8

SLP+HGT 4.8 6.5 5.5 8.2

SLP+UWND 5.8 5.1 6.2 6.6

of the identified predictors have good correlations
at long-lead times with regard to the SW monsoon
season. We discuss the ability of these predictors in
forecasting the monsoon on regional scales in the
next section (at the present instant, we only have
correlations, and high correlations do not guaran-
tee accurate forecasts).

6.2 Accuracies of the identified monsoon
predictors for the four monsoonal regions

The forecast of the Indian summer monsoon for the
four homogeneous regions of India are presented
in the term of mean absolute errors (equation 7)
in forecasting monsoon during the test-period of
2001–2014. The period of 1948–2000 is considered
for training the ensembled regression tree based
prediction model.

The variation (std) of the central, north-east,
north-west, and south-peninsular India rainfalls are
14%, 11%, 19%, and 15% of the long period aver-
age rainfall (LPA), respectively. The deviation of

the regional Indian summer monsoons are greater
than the annual Indian summer monsoon, which
is 10% of the LPA, turning regional forecasts as
highly challenging task. This increases the difficul-
ties cumulatively in the prediction of the regional
rainfalls.

MAE =
∑n

i=1 | actuali − predictedi |
n

, (7)

where actuali and predictedi denote the actual and
predicted Indian monsoon for the ith year and the
total count of test years is represented by n.

The mean absolute errors in the prediction of
central, north-east, north-west, and south-peninsu-
lar Indian rainfalls by the predictor sets of distinct
monsoon predictors of SLP, HGT, UWND and
the combined predictors derived from SLP+HGT
and SLP+UWND by the stacked autoencoders are
shown in table 2.

The outcomes of the prediction of the regional
monsoons are highlighted in the following
discussions.
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• Central India regional summer monsoon

– The predictors derived from UWND perform
superior to the other set of predictors in fore-
casting the central India monsoon with 4.1%
mean absolute error at a lead of five months
in January.

– The other predictors from individual variable
of SLP and HGT predict the monsoon with
5.2% and 5.5% errors in November of the pre-
vious year and April of the current year of
rainfall, respectively.

– The predictors introduced from the combined
variables of SLP+HGT and SLP+UWND
forecast monsoon with the errors of 4.8% and
5.8% in October of the previous year and April
of the present year, respectively.

– Strong correlation (µ of 0.91) is noted between
the actual and predicted monsoon in January
by UWND predictors for this region.

– The errors are small as compared to the vari-
ation of 14% for the central India region
monsoon.

• North-east India regional summer monsoon

– The identified predictors of the combined vari-
ables of SLP+UWND forecast the monsoon of
the north-east India region with a mean abso-
lute error of 5.1% in March.

– The predictors from individual variables of
SLP, HGT, and UWND predict the mon-
soon of this homogeneous region with 6.5%,
6.8%, and 5.4% errors in the month of April,
respectively.

– Pearson correlation of 0.78 is observed for the
predicted rainfall in March with actual rainfall
of this region.

– Prediction errors are considerable in contrast
with the variation of 11% for this region.

• North-west India regional summer monsoon

– A mean absolute error of 5.5% is acquired in
forecasting the north-west India region mon-
soon by predictors of SLP+HGT at a lead of
seven months in November.

– The performance is superior in comparison
with the high variation of 19% in the rainfall
of this region.

– The correlation between the predicted and
actual rainfalls is 0.88 for the prediction pre-
sented in November.

– The other identified predictors of SLP, HGT,
UWND, and SLP+HGT forecast this regional
rainfall with the errors of 8.9%, 6.2%, 7.3%,

and 6.2% in the month of November,
respectively.

• South-peninsular India regional summer mon-
soon

– The monsoon of south peninsular India is
forecasted with a mean absolute error of 6.4%
in March by predictors obtained from SLP, in
contrast to the variation of 15% in rainfall of
this region.

– Pearson correlation of 0.69 is noticed between
the actual and predicted monsoon of the
south-peninsular India region.

– The predictors derived from the individual
variable HGT, UWND predict monsoon with
7.6% and 6.8% errors at a long lead of 10
months in August of the previous year and in
April of the current year, respectively.

– Finally, the predictors from combined
variables of SLP+HGT and SLP+UWND
forecast the monsoon with 8.2% and 6.6%
errors in February and April, respectively.

• The results suggest that the proposed method
for identification of the new monsoon predictor
provides a reasonable assessment of the subse-
quent regional monsoon much earlier than other
existing techniques with promising accuracy.

• It is noted that the proposed model provides the
forecast at a long lead times with a reasonable
accuracy for the regional monsoons (e.g., the
central India monsoon predicted in the month
of (January) of the year, the north-west India
monsoon in November of the previous year; and
the north-east and south-peninsular can be pre-
dicted in March of the current year).

• The presented long-lead predictions are
supportive for the higher authority to implement
appropriate policies accordingly.

The variation of the predicted and actual
rainfall from the long period average rainfall by
the identified predictors for the central, north-east,
north-west, and south-peninsular India are shown
in figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 for the test-period 2001–
2014, respectively.

The actual rainfall is shown with the bar and
the predicted rainfall with different symbols for
different climatic predictors in the figures. These
figures show that the models are highly capa-
ble of forecasting the inter-annual variability of
rainfall on the smaller regional scales. The pre-
dictions with the best accuracy are joined with
a dotted line to highlight it in all the four cases.
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Figure 8. Forecast of the central India summer monsoon (June–September) by SLP, UWND and SLP+UWND during
2001–2014.

Figure 9. Forecast of the north-east India summer monsoon (June–September) by SLP, UWND and SLP+UWND during
2001–2014.

The figures show the performance of SLP, UWND,
and SLP+UWND for the central and north-east
India; and similarly, SLP, HGT, and SLP+HGT
depict for the north-east and south-peninsular
India.

For the central India regional rainfall, the trend
of predicted rainfall completely follow the actual
rainfall (figure 8). Even the extremes, including
the droughts of 2002, 2009, and excess rainfalls
during 2006, 2013 are also captured properly with

the stacked autoencoder derived predictors for the
central India monsoon.

Similarly, for the north-east India region, the
predicted rainfall depicts the same sign of anoma-
lies as the actual. The identified predictors cor-
rectly track the less rainfall years during 2005,
2009, and 2013, but it fails to capture the high
rainfall of 2007 (figure 9).

The rainfall beyond the standard deviation
during 2002, 2009, and 2014 are captured by the
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Figure 10. Forecast of the north-west India summer monsoon (June–September) by SLP, HGT and SLP+HGT during
2001–2014.

Figure 11. Forecast of the south-peninsular India summer monsoon (June–September) by SLP, HGT and SLP+HGT during
2001–2014.

identified predictors for the region of north-west
India (figure 10).

Finally, for the monsoon of the south peninsular
India region, excess rainfalls during 2007 and 2010
are detected properly, but the model fails to predict
the low rainfall year of 2002 (figure 11).

Figure 12 shows the scatter plot of the predicted
and actual monsoon by the identified monsoon
predictors for the central India region. Mostly,

plotted points are aligned at an angle of 45◦ from
the horizontal, which indicates that the forecasted
values are close to the observed rainfall. This
highlights the efficiency of the identified predictors
in forecasting the regional monsoon. The predic-
tions by zonal wind velocity are seen to be more
aligned to the 45◦ line from horizontal, which jus-
tify the high performance of the UWND predictors
in predicting the central India monsoon.
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Figure 12. Actual against the predicted rainfall of the central India monsoon with the identified predictors of SLP, HGT,
and UWND for the test-period 2001–2014.

6.3 Comparison with the existing models

India Meteorological Department started
providing the prediction of the four regions of
India since 2004. Forecasted regional monsoons by
the identified predictors by learning through the
stacked autoencoder are compared with the predic-
tions of the IMD prediction model (Rajeevan et al.
2004, 2007) with the available IMD predictions
(www.imd.gov.in) during the period 2004–2014.
The comparison is performed with the IMD oper-
ational model because they are the only one which
provides the prediction of the monsoon for the
same regions as considered in our study. The pre-
dictions by our model and IMD model are shown in
table 3.

The IMD model predicts the central India region
rainfall with a mean absolute error of 12.2%
whereas our proposed model have an error of
4.8%. Similarly, for the north-east, north-west, and
south-peninsular India regions, our proposed model
predicts with the errors of 5.4%, 6.1%, and 5.3%
in comparison to the IMD model prediction with
the errors of 7.8%, 9.6%, and 8.9%, respectively.
The proposed model shows great promise as a
forecasting tool.

6.4 Predictions for the year 2016

The regional Indian summer monsoon is predicted
using the predictors derived from the stacked
autoencoder-based approach for the year 2016. The

central India monsoon is predicted by the identi-
fied predictors as 99% of the long period average
rainfall. Similarly, the north-east and north-west
India summer monsoons are forecasted as 106%
and 88% of the LPA, respectively. Lastly, the
south-peninsular India monsoon is predicted as
92% of the long period rainfall with our pro-
posed method. India Meteorological Department
reported the observed regional Indian monsoon
rainfall of 2016 for the central, north-east, north-
west, and south-peninsular India regions as 113%,
94%, 108%, and 113% of the LPA in its monsoon
end-of-season report. Thus, our proposed approach
forecasts the monsoon for the year with an error of
7% for the central and north-west India; and with
no error for the south-peninsular India region. The
predictors were unable to forecast the monsoon for
the north-east region for this year, and they showed
an error of 17% for the monsoon of this region.
IMD model (Rajeevan et al. 2007) forecasts the
monsoon of 2016 for the regional India as 113%,
94%, 108%, and 113% for the corresponding cen-
tral, north-east, north-west, and south-peninsular
India regions. IMD model forecasts the respective
regional monsoon with the errors of 7%, 5%, 13%,
and 21%, respectively.

Similar method utilizing the stacked-autoencoder
(Saha et al. 2016b) with a different set of climatic
variable predictors presented the forecast of the all-
India summer monsoon for 2016 as 95.7% of the
LPA, and IMD reported the observed rainfall for
2016 as 97% of the LPA.

www.imd.gov.in
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Table 3. Comparison between the prediction of the regional Indian
summer monsoon by the proposed model and IMD model (Rajeevan
et al. 2004, 2007) during the period 2004–2014 (by mean absolute
errors (%)).

IMD Proposed model

Regional rainfall prediction error prediction error

Central India 12.2 4.8

North-east India 7.8 5.4

North-west India 9.6 6.1

South-peninsular India 8.9 5.3

7. Predictors identified for different
homogenous regions of India

The monsoon predictors for all the four regions of
India are identified utilizing a stacked autoencoder-
based approach. We will discuss the predictors of
monsoon based on climatic variables, namely, sea
level pressure, geo-potential height, and u-wind,
which are obtained with our proposed method in
this section. The predictors are the amalgamation
of variables from various geographical locations.
There are four regional monsoons and three cli-
matic variables, which require 12 figures to repre-
sent all the categories of monsoon for considered
variables. We have presented three figures (fig-
ures 5, 6, and 7) out of 12 corresponding to three
climatic variables (sea level pressure, geo-potential
height, and u-wind).

The sea level pressure of regions of the Tibetan
plateau, Bering Sea near Alaska and Southern
Atlantic Ocean are combined to create a predictor
influencing the summer monsoon of central India.
The gradient of pressure between these regions may
advect the monsoon winds towards the landmass
(Das 1988). Another important predictor evalu-
ates is the combination of sea level pressure of
North America, South America (a part of Brazil
and Argentina), and a region of the Southern
Ocean below Australia. Other SLP-based predic-
tors influencing the central India monsoon include
the regions of North Atlantic Ocean (Hong et al.
2003), Norway, and north-western part of Russia.
The sea-level pressure of the north-west Europe is
another identified region, the same location was
also considered by Rajeevan et al. (2007) as one of
the predictor for the Indian summer monsoon. The
north-east regional monsoon has a sea-level pres-
sure based predictor as a combination of regions of
north-east China and north-west Russia, and the

Indian Ocean near Sumatra island. The pressure
of discussed locations of east Asia is an important
factor for prediction of the Indian monsoon (Rajee-
van et al. 2004, 2007). The pressure differences
between the mentioned regions assist the moisture-
laid wind to flow over India. Other regions include
Southern Pacific Ocean, Southern Atlantic Ocean,
and Southern Ocean below Australia, which influ-
ence the monsoon of north-east India. The sea-level
pressure of Southern Ocean below Australia was
identified by Saha et al. (2016a) as an influ-
encing factor of the Indian summer monsoon. A
combination of sea level pressure of Brazil, the
Bering Sea, and Southern Australia also forms
a monsoon predictor. Southern Greenland and
North Pacific Ocean also combine to produce a
sea level pressure based predictor of the north-
east monsoon. The North Pacific Ocean is known
to be one of the influencing factor of the mon-
soon of Indian subcontinent (Cherchi and Navarra
2013).

The geo-potential height of north-western and
central Russia above the Indian subcontinent and
the region of Artic Ocean above the longitu-
dinal stretch of Russia are ascertained as the
predictors of north-west India. The same region
of Artic Ocean over Russia was also identified
by Kakade and Kulkarni (2016) for influencing
north-west Indian monsoon. A combination of the
regions of the North Pacific Ocean and South
Atlantic Ocean is also evaluated as an impor-
tant monsoon predictor. Regions of the South
Pacific Ocean and North Pacific Ocean at south
of Alaska is another important predictor for the
north-west region of India. These are one of the
newly-identified regions found to be influencing
the regional Indian monsoon. The south-peninsular
India is influenced by the geo-potential height
of the amalgamation of locations of the South
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Pacific and South Atlantic Ocean around the tail
of South America. The North Pacific Ocean near
Alaska and Finland–Sweden–Norway are noticed
as other regions of interest. A region of central
Russia with the same longitudinal stretch as India
is also noted as an important predictor of the
south-peninsular Indian monsoon (this region is
same as identified by Kakade and Kulkarni 2016).
The geo-potential height of the Southern Ocean
surrounding the south-west and south Australia
are also influencing monsoon predictors of south-
peninsular India.

The u-wind of the North Atlantic Ocean (Hong
et al. 2003), Equatorial Pacific Ocean (Gadgil et al.
2004), and Southern Ocean in the south of Africa
are evaluated to be important for the central
India monsoon. The u-wind over North Atlantic
Ocean was evaluated as one of the important
region influencing west-central Indian monsoon
(Kakade and Kulkarni 2016). The u-wind flowing
over the Artic Ocean above the north-west Rus-
sia and a region of Georgia and Uzbekistan are
observed to be potential predictors of the mon-
soon. The regions over South Pacific and South
Atlantic Ocean are noticed as influencing u-wind
based predictors of the central India monsoon. The
north-west Indian monsoon is influenced by the
u-wind flowing over the Indian Ocean, regions of
Indonesia and Malaysia, and a part of the Equato-
rial Pacific Ocean. Equatorial Pacific Ocean region
corresponds to the locations of EQUINOO phe-
nomenon, which is known to be important for
the Indian monsoon (Gadgil et al. 2004). The
other important regions include a combination
of u-wind from the locations of the North and
South Atlantic Ocean, the region of the South
pacific Ocean, and North Pacific Ocean surround-
ing the Alaska region. These North Pacific Ocean
surrounding the Alaska was identified as an influ-
encing region for central north-east monsoon in
literature (Kakade and Kulkarni 2016). The u-
wind flowing in the south of the Madagascar
region and a part of the Southern Ocean are also
noticed as the monsoon predictors influencing the
north-west region of India. The location of Mada-
gascar is near the region of the Mascrene High
which is known to be related to the Indian mon-
soon (Krishnamurti and Bhalme 1976). A more
elaborate study and analysis of these regional mon-
soon predictors are required to be carried out to
understand their role in regulating the regional
monsoons of India.

8. Conclusions

Predicting the regional Indian summer monsoon is
a challenging task. Here, we propose a deep neural
network-based predictor identification method to
improvise the accuracy of prediction of the regional
monsoon. The approach comprises of the unsu-
pervised feature learning from climatic variables
followed by the threshold of weights, and finally,
the supervised ranking and selection of the predic-
tors based on the study of their correlations with
the different categories of monsoons. The monsoon
predictors are the amalgamation of input climatic
variables from various geographical locations with
the respective score of each location participat-
ing in the building of the predictor. The method
helps in analyzing the climatic variables around
the globe and subsequently, assists in identifying
the new monsoon predictors which predict all the
categories of the Indian summer monsoons with
high accuracy.

We perform the prediction of the monsoon in
spatial scale by predicting the four homogeneous
regions of India. The predictions are provided
at an appreciable lead which is encouraging and
supportive for the government to impose appro-
priate strategies for the best economic growth of
the country. An ensembled regression tree model
with the identified monsoon predictors shows high
skill in predicting all the categories of monsoon.
The model predicts the regional rainfalls with the
errors of 4.1%, 5.1%, 5.5%, and 6.4% for the cen-
tral, north-east, north-west, and south-peninsular
Indian regions, respectively. Despite of high varia-
tion of the regional rainfalls, the proposed approach
with the identified predictors predicts the monsoon
with high precision. The predictors are also suc-
cessful in capturing the extremes of the monsoon.
It needs to be highlighted that even at long-leads
our proposed technique provides reasonable accu-
racy of the forecast and thus, seems promising as
a forecasting tool.

The future scope of the work can comprise of
the use of deep architecture as the convolution
neural network which can be promising in extract-
ing the complex predictors from its multiple layers
of the small networks. The rectified linear units
can increase the non-linear characteristics of the
trained network assisting in building highly com-
plicated and non-linear predictors of monsoon.
Finally, the over-fitting of the network can be
avoided using the dropout method, which speed-up
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the process and assists in generalizing the net-
work for evaluating more efficient predictors of the
monsoon.
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